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Symbol CS4070-HC Companion Scanner

  

Put advanced barcode scanning in the pockets of your healthcare workers to improve patient safety and the patient experience with this pocket-
sized wireless enterprise-class 1D/2D medical barcode scanner for carts and more. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

 Zebra 

Description 

Superior Scanning for Patient Safety

Barcode scanning at patient bedside is crucial in preventing deadly errors in medication administration and specimen collection. Now, you can
put wireless enterprise-class barcode capture in the hands of every nurse and lab technician with the disinfectant-ready CS4070-HC.

Small enough to be carried at all times, it can be tucked in a pocket or worn on a lanyard. One press of the dedicated pairing button instantly
connects the CS4070-HC to Bluetooth-enabled in-room computers, workstations-on-wheels (WOWs), tablets and more.

And with superior scanning technology, healthcare workers can instant capture virtually any barcode, in any condition — 1D or 2D, electronic or
print.

Day and night ‘do-not-disturb’ modes

Healthcare workers can choose to mix and match the decode feedback that is right for the moment: visual (green light/red light), haptic
(vibration) and an audible tone.

Withstands constant disinfecting

IP52 sealing and a specially designed disinfectant-ready plastic housing allow safe wipe-down with a wide variety of harsh chemicals to
help prevent the spread of germs.

Full-shift power — period

In the mission-critical world of healthcare, users count on full-shift operation. That’s why the field replaceable battery can be easily
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changed on-the-go and is designed to last an entire busy 12-hour shift, with an LED indicator that alerts the user when a battery change
is needed.

 

Superior scanning technology for healthcare.

This flexible Bluetooth scanner is easily paired with in-room computers and workstations-on-wheels (WOWs) — or even tablets.

With its rugged disinfectant-ready design that prevents the spread of germs, full shift power, user-selectable scanning feedback and
superior ergonomics, the CS4070-HC is the ideal individual scanning companion for your healthcare workers.

 

Dimensions

4.39 in. L x 1.79 in. W x 1.02 in. H
11.15 cm L x 4.55 cm W x 2.6 cm H

Weight

With batteries: 3.28 oz./93.2 g

Sealing

IP52, disinfectant ready

Drop Tolerance

Multiple 5 ft./1.5 m drops to concrete

Decode capability

1D, 2D, PDF417 and mobile barcodes

Scanning technology

Array Imager
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